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An advanced study on the thermal behaviour was carried out by hyphenated techniques using a
biopolymer as a model reaction. In order to apply correctly the EGA signals for the description of the
kinetics of the decomposition reactions, the interaction between thermoanalytical and mass spectrometric
curves in TA-MS system must be known. If the time lag between the thermoanalytical curve (e.g. DTG)
and EGA signal (e.g. MS) is negligible, then the spectroscopic signal can be used not only for the
qualitative analysis of the gaseous products but also for the kinetic description of the process [1]. The
study focused on the prediction of the thermal stability of aged and reference samples both in extended
temperature ranges and under temperature conditions at which ordinary investigation would be very
difficult. These difficulties are prevalent at low temperatures (requiring very long investigation scanning
times), as well when under specific temperature fluctuations [2]. Complex temperature profiles were
considered such as isothermal, non-isothermal, stepwise, modulated, shock, adiabatic conditions [3] and
additionally temperature profiles reflecting real atmospheric temperature changes (yearly temperature
profiles of different climates with daily minimal and maximal fluctuations). Employing Finite Element
Methods (FEM), the technique was extended to predict the amount of a substance (decomposition
products, additives, contaminant or residual monomer) that can migrate from a plastic packaging
material into the wrapped food. The technique allowed the simulation of complex packaging (different
geometries and multilayer films). Calculation of the diffusive process was based on Fick’s law. It
considered the Arrhenius equation and the last version of the Piringer model with refined Ap constant
for the approximation of the diffusion coefficients [4, 5]. Diffusion and concentration distribution
inside all package layers can be computed for both the migrant and the food components.
During the lecture, on-line calculations using AKTS-TA- and SML-software will illustrate the
determination of the kinetics and application of FEM for the prediction of the migration. The
decomposition of the biopolymer will be used as a case study.
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